
STRONG BUSINESS 

FOR A GREAT COMMUNITY

The Chamber is focussed on bringing the bigger issues to the

notice of decision makers through advocacy on Regional

Committees where it is representing the interests of Kilcoy and

the wider Somerset Region.

SOMERSET

NEEDS A

BUSINESS VOICE

P R E S S  R E L E A S E  S E P T E M B E R

Become a member of the Chamber. Be heard.



LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD?

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!

Business has a chance to engage with the

policy decisions that impact their

operations. Through membership we have

a greater chance of being heard. 

 

The push for a Somerset Chamber is being

supported by many of the Somerset

Businesses and the Council. We need

strength of numbers through membership

to make this happen.

 

Local representation is key. Bringing the

Radio Signal reach into Kilcoy of FM101.5

Community Radio ensures Kilcoy benefits

in many ways. It is a reliable source of

information during an emerging crisis. It

encourages greater community

engagement. 

 

Importantly, it encourages communication

and connects the people of the

community. 

For how you can help secure the signal into Kilcoy 

 https://www.kilcoychamberofcommerce.com.au/fm

-101-5-partnership/



HAVE YOUR SAY?

SECURE MEMBERSHIP TODAY!

The “Why Leave Town” Gift card program

is a proven success story by developing

greater awareness of local businesses

through spending locally. Following in the

footsteps of its neighbour, the Lockyer

Valley Chamber, the Kilcoy Chamber is

exploring the benefits of the Gift card

for the Somerset Region.

 

Local projects and ideas are important.

The Chamber provides a conduit for

business cases to attract funding and

Council support. Membership is key.

 

The President will be visiting all Somerset

localities in the next few months to inspire

businesses to stand up and be counted

and to enhance the relevance of how the

Chamber works as part of every business

team. 

 

Promoting, advocating, inspiring and

empowering.

 

 

Join the team. Give as much as you have time for. 

https://www.facebook.com/Chamber-of-

Commerce-4-Somerset


